The yields of over 200 projectile-like fragments (PLFs) and target-like fragments (TLFs) from the interaction of (E c.m. =450 MeV) 136 Xe with a thick target of 208 Pb were measured using Gammasphere and off-line γ-ray spectroscopy, giving a comprehensive picture of the production cross sections in this reaction.The measured yields were compared to predictions of the GRAZING model and the predictions of Zagrebaev and Greiner using a quantitative metric, the theory evaluation factor, tef. The GRAZING model predictions are adequate for describing the yields of nuclei near the target or projectile but grossly underestimate the yields of all other products. The predictions of Zagrebaev and Greiner correctly describe the magnitude and maxima of the observed TLF transfer cross sections for a wide range of transfers (∆Z = -8 to ∆Z = +2). However for ∆Z =+4, the observed position of the maximum in the distribution is four neutrons richer than the predicted maximum. The predicted yields of the neutron-rich N=126 nuclei exceed the measured values by two orders of magnitude. Correlations between TLF and PLF yields are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a renewed interest in the use of multi-nucleon transfer reactions to produce heavy neutron-rich (n-rich) nuclei, motivated by a series of calculations by Zagrebaev and Greiner [1, 2] . These reactions were extensively studied experimentally in the 1980s [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . (An in-depth review of these data is found in [9] .) One observed the production of n-rich, trans-target nuclides up to Fm and Md with cross sections ∼0.1 µb. The basic problem in making heavier nuclei was that the higher excitation energies that led to broader isotopic distributions caused the highly excited nuclei to fission. The contribution of Zagrebaev and Greiner is to emphasize the role of shell effects in these transfer reactions. For al. [6] and predicted the formation at picobarn levels of new n-rich isotopes of Sg.
However, these reactions are difficult to study due to the low cross sections and the low intensities of the heavy beams. But Zagrebaev and Greiner, to their credit, have provided suggestions of a number of surrogate reactions involving larger cross sections and projectiles with much higher beam intensities that can be used to test their predictions. This paper deals with one of those surrogate reactions, the reaction of 136 Xe with 208 Pb at E c.m. = 450 MeV.
A. 208 Pb region
The study of multi-nucleon transfer (MNT) reactions to produce nuclei near 208 Pb,
i.e., near the N=126 shell closure and an r-process waiting point, is of interest as a testing ground for models of multi-nucleon reactions and because of the character of the product nuclei. There is considerable interest in the nuclear spectroscopy community in making the nuclei "south" of 208 Pb . (One motivation is to study the "quenching" of the shell gap by increasing neutron excess). Figure 1 . The formation of several n-rich nuclei with significant cross sections is predicted. The formation of several unknown nuclei, such as 202 Os, is also predicted [1] . Further studies [10] have indicated that multi-nucleon transfer reactions such as 136 Xe + 208 Pb have larger cross sections for producing neutron-rich heavy nuclei than fragmentation of relativistic heavy ions. However, while recent experiments [11] have shown the nuclide production cross sections for multi-nucleon transfer reactions exceed those of fragmentation reactions, the overall production rates are higher in the fragmentation reactions due to higher beam intensities, target thicknesses and collection efficiencies. The overall kinematics and mass distributions for the 136 Xe + 208 Pb reaction have been measured [12] and agree quite nicely with the Zagrebaev and Greiner predictions. Also, contrary to most expectations, Zagrebaev and Greiner show that it is the head-on collisions rather than the grazing collisions that contribute to the yields of the heavy neutron-rich nuclei. Thus, separators that collect recoils at small angles may be useful in studying MNT reactions [13] .
Other laboratories have found enhanced formation (relative to the Zagrebaev and Greiner predictions) of trans-target n-rich nuclei in the reaction of 64 Ni with 207 Pb [13] and 136 Xe + 208 Pb [12] . However, in each of these experiments, the enhanced cross sections were associated with a small number of reaction products. No large region of enhanced cross sections was found despite predictions of the existence of such regions. Given the large (and expensive) effort required to pursue the study of these transfer reactions with heavy nuclei and the limited success in this effort in the 1980s, a more compelling case for further studies is needed.
Another calculational model for multi-nucleon transfer reactions is the semiclassical model of Winther [14, 15] expressed in the computer code GRAZING [16] .
In this model, one uses classical trajectories of the colliding ions (grazing trajectories) and then uses quantal methods to study the probability of exciting collective states in the colliding nuclei and the probability of nucleon transfer. Multi-nucleon transfer takes place via a multi-step exchange of single nucleons via stripping and pickup. The code has known shortcomings, i.e., when used to predict the yields of heavy fragments, it does not take into account decay by fission. (Recently Yanez and Loveland [18] have developed a modification of GRAZING called GRAZING-F which takes into account fission decay of the primary fragments, removing this deficiency.) Also, in the initial nucleus-nucleus interaction, deformation of the nuclei is not considered. Nonetheless, the main features of collisions such as 64 Ni + 238 U are adequately described [17] . In this work, we shall use the version of GRAZING implemented on the Nuclear Reactions Video Project website [19] with the standard input parameters given on that site.
C. This experiment
Large gamma-ray arrays have been used previously to determine the production cross sections of trans-target nuclei in multi-nucleon transfer reactions [20, 21] . In these experiments, thick targets were irradiated with projectiles that stopped in the targets. In-beam γ-γ coincidence analysis was used to determine the yields of stable nuclei and beam-off coincidence analysis (between beam pulses) was used to determine the yields of short-lived nuclei. Standard gamma-ray spectroscopy was then applied to study the decay of the long-lived radioactive products. A fully instrumented Gammasphere has 100 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors.
For this run, there were 90 operational Ge detectors. The measurement strategy was similar to that of [20] . With the beam on, the spacing between the accelerator beam bursts was 824 ns. Triple γ-ray coincidence events (γ-γ-γ) were recorded. After the irradiation was stopped, Gammasphere was switched to singles mode and the target was counted for 39 hours. Then the target was removed from Gammasphere and γ-ray spectroscopy of the target radioactivities was carried out using a well-calibrated
Ge detector in the ATLAS hot chemistry laboratory. The total observation period was 5.3 days, during which 15 measurements of target radioactivity were made. The analysis of these Ge γ-ray decay spectra was carried out using the FitzPeaks [23] software. The end of bombardment (EOB) activities of the nuclides were used to calculate absolute production cross sections, taking into account the variable beam intensities using standard equations for the growth and decay of radionuclides during irradiation [24] . These measured absolute nuclidic production cross sections are tabulated in the Appendix. These cross sections represent "cumulative" yields, i.e., they have not been corrected for the effects of precursor beta decay. These cross sections are identified as being from radioactive decay (RD) in Tables 1 and 2 in the Appendix. The yields of ground state and isomeric states for a given nuclide were summed to give a total nuclidic cross section. These cumulative yields are the primary measured quantity in this experiment.
To correct for precursor beta decay, we have assumed the beta-decay corrected independent yield cross sections for a given species, σ(Z,A), can be represented as a histogram that lies along a Gaussian curve.
where σ(A) is the total isobaric yield (the mass yield), C Z (A) is the Gaussian width parameter for mass number A and Z mp (A) is the most probable atomic number for that A. Given this assumption, the beta decay feeding correction factors for cumulative yield isobars can be calculated once the centroid and width of the Gaussian function are known.
To uniquely specify σ(A), C Z (A), and Z mp (A), one would need to measure three independent yield cross sections for each isobar. That does not happen often. Instead one assumes the value of σ(A) varies smoothly and slowly as a function of mass number and is roughly constant within any A range when determining C Z (A), and
The measured nuclidic formation cross sections are then placed in groups according to mass number. We assume the charge distributions of neighboring isobaric chains are similar and radionuclide yields from a limited mass region can be used to determine a single charge distribution curve for that mass region. One can then use the laws of radioactive decay to iteratively correct the measured cumulative formation cross sections for precursor decay. These "independent yield" cross sections are also tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 . The cumulative and independent yield cross sections are similar due to the fact that without an external separation of the reaction products by Z or A, one most likely detects only a single or a few nuclides for a given isobaric chain and these nuclides are located near the maximum of the Gaussian yield distribution. As a byproduct of this procedure, one also derives the mass distribution for the reaction σ(A). which are the independent yield cross sections divided by the fractional chain yields. These mass yields are shown in Figure   4 .
The analysis of the post-beam decay measurements of the target using Gammasphere was carried out using the RadWare [25] software. The absolute efficiency of Gammasphere operating in singles mode was not measured directly. Instead, an absolute efficiency curve was determined by comparing common radionuclides from both Gammasphere and the single Ge detector analysis. The efficiency curve was constructed using the principal gamma peaks observed in the two analyses and the ratio of the EOB activities (uncorrected for Gammasphere and efficiency corrected for the Ge detector). The absolute efficiency of Gammasphere calculated in this manner is similar to [26] . The activities (cumulative yields) of those nuclides determined by singles counting in Gammasphere after the irradiation are also tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 along with the relevant independent yields. These cross sections are identified as being from radioactive decay (RD) measurements in Tables 1 and   2 .
The analysis of the in-beam Gammasphere data was also carried out using the RadWare [25] software. Two γ-γ-γ histograms, called cubes, were constructed. One cube was constructed using prompt gamma decays recorded during the beam burst (IB), and the other was constructed using delayed gamma decays recorded between the beam bursts (OB). Using the program LEVIT8R, the identification of the reaction products was determined by gating on two low lying gamma transitions in each cube for a given nucleus. The observation of the next higher up transition confirmed the identity of the reaction product and was integrated. This procedure was repeated for all observed three-fold transitions for a given nucleus. The intensities for each three-fold transition were corrected for internal conversion, absolute efficiency, and triple-coincidence efficiency (which was determined using the method outlined in [27, 28] ). All of the individual transition intensities from both the IB cube and OB cube were summed to give the total gamma yields of each reaction product. Once again, absolute cross sections were determined using equations for growth and decay [24] , taking into account the beam intensities.
As in the radioactive decay analysis, the yields of ground state and isomeric states were summed to give a total nuclidic cross section. These measured absolute nuclidic cross sections are the "cumulative" yields for the in-beam data and are represented in Tables 1 and 2 in the Appendix. The cross sections are identified as IB and/or OB in Tables 1 and 2 depending on if the cross section was determined by gamma transitions found in the prompt cube of in-beam burst events (IB), in the delayed cube of out-of-beam burst events (OB), or both. The same procedure to determine independent yields in the decay analysis was then applied to these data to determine independent yields. These independent cross sections are represented in Tables 1   and 2 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. This Work
The measured cumulative and independent yields of the projectile-like fragments 
B. Comparison with previous measurements
Previous measurements of multi-nucleon transfer reactions with 208 Pb include the aforementioned thick target studies of Krolas et al. [20, 21] , the study of Wilson et al. [22] of the 64 Ni + 208 Pb reaction where relative γ-ray intensities of decaying products were reported, the more recent studies with the velocity filter SHIP of the 58,64 Ni + 207 Pb reaction [11, 13] and the study using CORSET of the product yields in the 136 Xe + 208 Pb reaction [12] . Related studies of the PLFs from the 136 Xe +
198 Pt reaction were reported by the KISS spectrometer group [29, 30] The pattern that emerges from these studies is:
(a) The more neutron-rich the projectile, the more neutron-rich the TLFs are [13] . In Figure 4 , we compare the secondary product mass distribution (i.e., not corrected for neutron emission) deduced in this work with those measured previously by [12] . One should note that the mass distribution measured by [12] excluded quasi-elastic events while that is not possible in this work and is that of the primary fragments before neutron emission. Also, the CORSET detector used in [12] has a mass resolution of 7 u while our measurement has a mass resolution of 1 u. Given these qualifications, the agreement between the measurements seems acceptable-which serves as a rough measure of the accuracy of the absolute cross sections measured in each work. (The measured total reaction cross section in this work is 359 ± 90 mb while the semi-empirical model of Bass [31] would suggest that σ R is 568 mb and the formalism of [32] predicts σ R is 496 mb for the reaction of E c.m. =452 MeV 136 Xe + 208 Pb .)
In Figure 5 , we compare the Pt (Z=78, ∆Z = -4) isotopic distributions from this work and from the interaction of E lab =350 MeV 64 Ni with 208 Pb [20] . As stated above, the more n-rich projectile, 136 Xe, N/Z= 1.52, gives a TLF distribution that peaks at a larger neutron number compared to the less n-rich projectile, 64 Ni, N/Z=1.29. The distribution from the 136 Xe induced reaction appears to extend out to larger neutron numbers than the 64 Ni induced reaction.
C. Comparison with phenomenological models
We shall compare our measurements with the predictions of the GRAZING model and the predictions of the multi-nucleon transfer model of Zagrebaev and Greiner. To compare our measured cross sections with estimates of these models (which may differ by orders of magnitude), we define a comparison metric [33] , the theory evaluation factor, tef.
For each data point, we define
where σ theory and σ expt are the calculated and measured values of the transfer cross sections. Then, the average theory evaluation factor is given by
where N d is the number of data points. The variance of the average theory evaluation factor is given by
Note that tef is a logarithmic quantity and theories that have tef values differing by 1 or 2 actually differ by orders of magnitude in their reliability.
In Figure 6 , we compare the measured Pt (∆Z=-4) and Rn (∆Z=+4) isotopic distributions with the calculations of the GRAZING code and those of [10, 12] .
There are no published calculations for trans-target nuclei using the Zagrebaev and In Figure 7 , we show the observed values of the cross sections for producing N=126 transfer. Disregarding that point, the other N=126 nuclei form a smooth distribution that peaks at Z=84 (N/Z =1.5). Only ∆Z =-1 and -2 nuclei were observed on the n-rich side of stability. The measured cross sections for these nuclei are about two orders of magnitude lower than predicted by the models. On the n-deficient side of stability the yields disagree with the GRAZING predictions although the measured cross sections for the most neutron deficient nuclei are larger than those predicted by GRAZING. All in all, this disagreement between models and measurements is not very encouraging for the effort to synthesize neutron-rich N=126 nuclei far from stability.
In Figure 8 , we show a contour plot of the measured yields in the at best, for estimating the yields of small transfers (∆Z T LF = -1 to +2). In almost all cases, the model of Zagrebaev and Greiner gave overall accurate predictions of the transfer product yields, tef ≤ 0.5. However, the predicted peak of the isotopic distributions is off by 4-6 neutrons in these calculations for large proton transfers, which is troublesome.
D. Correlated nuclidic yields
Within the limits of the production cross sections, beam intensities and the efficiency of Gammasphere, it is possible to look at the correlations between PLFs and
TLFs. As a demonstration of this, we show in Figure 12 the observed correlated
TLFs when the PLF is 128 Te (N/Z = 1.46). The most probable TLF is 205 Po, which corresponds to (N/Z=1.44). This is consistent with the work of Krolas et al. [20, 21] who used the concept of N/Z equilibration to understand the transfer of neutrons and protons amongst the colliding nuclei. The problem here is that there are 11
unaccounted-for neutrons with a nominal Q value for the charge balanced reaction of -21 MeV. It would seem to be a useful challenge to theory to predict the observed correlations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To the extent that the system being studied, Cross Section (mb) is also shown. The beam energy used in [12] was E c.m. = 514 MeV.
See text for details. 
